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The financing platform with 
unlimited potential

The embedded financing platform to elevate your sales. Our financing meets people where they are with solutions that perfectly fit their needs.
Discover solutions
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892,000+

Active contracts with happy shoppers

5,400+

Retailers with fully integrated seamless financing

8

Markets across Europe and quickly expanding


Solutions that fit

From local brick-and-mortar to cutting-edge digital businesses. Just the right financing for each merchant, both online and offline. We finance anything from sneakers and the latest tech gadgets to solar panels, exactly when and where needed.


Retail from A-Z

[image: Shopper browsing for fashion items online]Our merchant solutions are built into services online and offline, creating a smooth experience for the shopper right at their favorite seller.


Eco-friendly living

[image: Person installing solar panels on the roof]We support sustainable living by financing solar panels and heat pumps through an easy, automated process at the customer's chosen vendor.


Pre-loved cars

[image: Golden Volkswagen driving in the sunset]Offering best-in-class customer journeys online, our digital car financing solutions can be scaled to car classifieds and dealers all across Europe.





Next-generation rental services

People's mindset around the world is shifting from owning to renting. Our turn-key rental service for mobility and technology gives merchants and customers both the opportunity to participate in a circular economy and reduce waste.
Learn more 


Fully digital financing for smooth shopping
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Financing on the go

Personal financing for all purposes through a hassle-free loan process with a credit decision in seconds.
Learn more 


App and card in one

Get our Mastercard-powered payment app to earn cashback, get purchase and travel insurance, and receive top flash deals.
Learn more 
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The platform to scale your business



Accelerate your sales

Empower your customers to pay over time and afford bigger shopping carts.



Integrate seamlessly

Easily link your business to our platform to build a custom sales flow.



Get paid upfront

You get paid right away, while your customers start enjoying their goods.



Eliminate credit risk

We handle all the credit and fraud risk, so you can focus on growing your business.





Working with 5,400+ satisfied retail partners
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Keep up with the latest in smart financing

Find interesting news, useful ideas, and handy tips to improve your way of living.

Loading...
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Careers
Make the smart move

We’re always on the lookout for driven and enthusiastic people. If you love what you do, and want to elevate your career, come and climb the highest tops 
with us.
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Get in touch
Reach out to us with any questions unanswered.

	Address
	 Niine 11 
10414 Tallinn 
Estonia


	E-mail
	info@inbank.eu


	Phone
	+372 640 8080
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